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International Day of Yoga Celebrated @ IFIM
Yoga Is Like Music,
The Rhythm of the Body, the Melody of the Mind
And Harmony of the Soul creates the Symphony of Life

The fourth anniversary of International Day of Yoga was celebrated at IFIM
Institutions on 21 June under the guidance of Yoga Master Prof. Venkatesh. Prior to
the celebrations, yoga practice really helped most of faculty and students to give the
best exhibition of their efforts. In response to the call given by MHRD the college
responded with three days of practice and a nal performance.
@ IFIM College
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Yoga recreates the magic of harmony and oneness among the fraternity all over the
world. “Yoga is beautiful because it is ancient yet modern”, observed Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on International Yoga day who performed asanas along with 50,000
volunteers in Dehradun. He also remarked that Yoga has emerged as the biggest
unifying force in the world. Greeting Yoga enthusiasts across the world Prime Minister
Narendra Modi observed that Yoga has become one of the biggest mass movements
and it has shown the world the path from illness to wellness, he added
The most important feature of educationon is students focusing on their personal
development and growth and not to get distracted. Yoga calms the mind and helps to
develop on one hand and strengthens their personality on the other so that they do
not get lured into distractions.
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SAVING THE GIRL CHILD: KANYATHON 2K18

There is a saying “Behind every successful man, there is a woman”. IFIM Institutions, Bengaluru
has taken a major initiative to prove that women are beside men and not behind them. In the
history of IFIM, March 4, 2018 has been a signicant day because the 7th Edition of KANYATHON
- Run for the Cause of saving a girl child was organized –an initiative taken by the IFIM Institutions
in support of the cause.
The dawn of 4th March started with the beats of Kanyathon all around and jolly faces of the team
who worked for more than a month to make this event a successful one. A warm up session was
organised for the runners of 10k to make the run more lively and effective. A Zumba session was
organised by Jenifer for the 5k runners and participants enjoyed the warming session before the
Marathon began.
The Hon'ble Chief Guest Mr. U.T. Khader, the Minister for Food and Public Distribution in
Karnataka agged off the 10k run. Another Chief Guest of the event Mrs. Dola Banerjee, the rst
Indian woman archer to win a gold medal at the world cup archery championship agged off the
5k run. Over 3k

participants and many international runners successfully completed the

Kanyathon Marathon which is organized by IFIM annually to spread social awareness and also
show the Importance of Girl Child.
Sagnik Sarkar,
BA (JPE)

FOUNDER’S DAY CELEBRATED WITH GAIETY

I

FIM Institutions create excellent champions
and leaders through a unique learning
experience. Every year, 3rd of March is marked
as a signicant day in the history of IFIM
Institutions as we celebrate Founder's Day. The
chief guest for this event was Mr. Jayesh
Chakravarthi, the Country Head of Technology
Services Fidelity Investments. The guest of honour
was Mr. Dilip Thakore – Editor/Publisher of
Educational World. Dr. Eileen Peacock, Member –
Board of Governors, Padode family and students
of IFIM were present.
The event started with the welcome speech by
Prema Vittal and she started her welcome note

mentioning the words by Shri V.B Padode, “We don't create
followers, we create leaders”, followed by lighting of lamp
by the guests. Dr. Githa Heggde, Director of IFIM Business
School addressed the gathering and mentioned the
achievements and also that Law School has been ranked
4th in the country and Journalism has been added in India's
top 20 colleges.
The AACSB ag was hoisted by Shri V.B Padode – Founder of
IFIM Institutions and addressing the gathering he expressed
his political views and emphasized on Narendra Modi's
government and achievements and how it has represented
India worldwide; and followed by Mr. Dilip Thakore who
spoke about the importance of education in India.

The second main segment of this event was the investiture ceremony of newly elected Student Council. for the year
2018-19 and the outgoing Student Council members handed over the badges to them. The outgoing President
George Jacob and General Secretary Shyam Balachandran spoke about the work and achievements done by their
Council. The newly elected President Arnab Tagore and General Secretary Torsa Ghosh spoke about future plans
for this year by the newly elected Council members and promised to look after the Council achievements to be done
for the current year.
The oath taking was administered by Col. Vijay Bakshi – Chair Person of Student Council and HOD of Personality
Enhancement Program. The newly elected team pledged to take over the responsibilities and to work for the
students' welfare.
Vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Anupama Natarajan – Principal of IFIM College. A special portrait was gifted to
Shri V. B. Padode which was created by a student as a token of love. The mementos were presented to the guests. The
cultural programs were organized by the students of IFIM College.

The Chief Guest Mr. Jayesh Chakravarthi addressed the crowd and spoke about his book named
“Indian IT Industry as Backdrop”. He felicitated Dr. Eileen Peacock, Member – Board of Governors
who also addressed the gathering.
Some of the meritorious students were awarded with scholarships by Padode Foundation. Dr. Venugopal
B.S., Principal, IFIM Law College addressed the audience. A new law Journal named IFIM's
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF IPR AND COMMERCIAL LAWS was launched by Shri V. B. Padode.

PURITY WEAVES DESTINY AT PARAMDHAAM

T

he students of IFIM Institutions participated in a Wellness program “Authentic Leadership-Tapping
into One's Potential and the Concept of Here and Now” on the 16th of March, 2018 at Paramdhaam
Ashram in Harlur , Bengaluru .The students were divided into few groups, and all students talked
about their dreams and strengths and the analysis of the talk was done by the leader of each group.
Students visited a Primary Health Care Center in Kodathi and undertook the task of cleaning the
surroundings of the hospital for an hour. Two faculty members - Prof.M.L. Nagarathna and Prof. Venkatesh
accompanied the students and guided them in all their activities.
Tanuja A & Kavya A
BA (JPE)

A One Day Workshop on the New Methodologies of NAAC

A

one day Workshop was organized on 16th March,

2018 at IFIM college, Bengaluru, by the Internal

Quality Assurance Cell on the New Methodologies

and Processes

of

NAAC.

The

National Assessment and

Accreditation Council ( NAAC), is an organization that assesses
and accredits higher education Institutes in India. IFIM is proud
to be one of those institutions accredited with an 'A' and a score
of 3.01. Dr Meena and Prof. Jayshankar, representing NAAC
were felicitated by the Principal of the College, Dr Anupama
Natarajan. The major focus of this workshop was to educate the faculty at IFIM, about the latest updates in
methodologies of NAAC's grading system which is a part of their ve-year plan along with the assurance of
having more workshops coming up in future.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr Anupama observed that it is not only the grades that should be progressing
but also quality should percolate in college's activities on a day to day basis, and to assure to set high
standards. She also touched upon the previous performances and suggested to have a detailed analysis of
those performances to go to next level. She further stated that the focus should be to aim high to reach the
pinnacle of success in terms of quality, as far as the institution is concerned.
Dr Jayshankar, while congratulating IFIM College for securing an A grade stated that it was rare and IFIM's
grade is on par with the University of Mumbai, which is a fact to be proud of achievement for IFIM. Prof
Jayshankar said that a high score by NAAC is very important for a college to get into 'Category One
University' and hence he remarked that it was important to earn the grade point every time to live upto
potential in the coming cycles. Dr. Meena on the other hand, enlightened the team with an in-depth analysis
of the existing methodologies and how to be well versed to achieve a high score as an institution. Her
presentation comprised of the new grading techniques and methods, carving an avenue for the institutions
to acknowledge and inculcate them to soar to greater heights.

ETHNICITY DAY @ IFIM

I

t takes endless amount of history to make a little tradition, which gives birth to culture, personality and it

gives us spiritual, intellectual and emotional distinction. This distinction is known as Ethnicity which every

people possess in themselves. IFIM Institutions is a home to different people from different culture and

diversity.
To commemorate this mark of cultures, the IFIM Aura team organised an ETHNIC DAY for the students of IFIM
on 12th March, 2018 . The students were dressed in their traditional and ethnic wears representing themselves
and their cultures creating their identity.
From traditional sarees to kurtas of various regions, it was overwhelming to look at these beautiful ethnic wears.
The eye-catching attractions were the sarees worn by the girls in all the splendor in their traditional wears. From
traditional North-Indian sarees to Bengali red and white and the authentic South Indian sarees were just
breath-taking.
The boys competed with the girls when they wore their traditional Kurta-Pyjamas which varied with different
cultures and regions. Some even wore the authentic “ Dhoti”which is one of the oldest attire in Indian Culture.
The star attraction were students from other nations who proudly presented their native and cultural attires and
the Aura team organised some exciting games and events to make it more memorable.
Games were also organised by the E-Cell members from MBA and M. Com Departments. Every student
enjoyed and were given a chance to showcase ethnicity because “The beauty of the culture lies in the diversity of
the people”.
Sagnik Sarkar,
BA (JPE)

SAY NO TO DRUGS
ADDICTION: NOT HARD TO CHANGE

W

e all have some habits and when there is no control over them anymore it becomes a compulsive
brain disorder which leads to addiction. Here we talk about how these compulsions which inuence
our brain and the pleasure- reward system (dopamine) and how it inuences our mind power.
Addiction involves in several types of physical behavioral changes and there are the ways to overcome our
addictions and exhibit mind power.
Write the bad effects of your addiction: It might feel awkward to admit all the ways in which your addiction is
harming you but seeing what you have written on paper will help you resolve to stop the problem. So, take a pen
and a paper and start writing.
Make a list of good changes you want in your life: After writing it down, you know the negative effects of your
addiction, think about how much your life will change once you've kicked out that habit. Create a picture of your
life after you've quit that habit. How do you want it to look?
Make time for yourself: It's important to set time for you. Make sure that you do any and everything which makes
you happy and healthy for brain and also helps to release stress.
Exercise: This is a must to do, there is an old saying “a healthy body is the vessel of a healthy mind” and this is
reinforced by a great Psychologist. According to a study, it is shown that people wanting to change their
unhealthy habits were sent to workout zone for a month and weekly counseling was done, to improve their
position to control their addiction.
If you or your close ones are suffering from addiction, make sure you take time to notice and be positive. Its not
hard to change.
G.Arun Prakash,
BBA 2yr

TWO MONTHS TO GO…

I

came to Bengaluru three years ago. Since I joined

language to communicate with you in, maybe I'd

bit late, my rst day revolved around me being the

explain to you that discrimination regarding this

only person giving their introduction for most of

doesn't come from the fairer side. Feeling superior by

the lectures: “My name is Harshita, I did my high

your looks is what they mean by being a beauty with no

school from an IBDP curriculum, I like reading”, to

brains. Nobody is taught about skin colour at home.

keep it brief.

It's brainwashed in your mind by our media and you

Then the teachers asked me “And what do your

just have to correct that whenever you can. This is me

parents do?” Why? How is that relevant in MY

doing it right now.

introduction? Is this a matrimonial site? Or is that the

We're all one.

easiest base you need to judge me?

Our very own politicians are no better than the British.

I had never been asked that question before while

They will divide and rule from anything that feeds their

giving my introduction, hence I was naturally taken

greed; racism, religion, caste, State, etc. Step out of it.

aback for a second. What happened in the following
years has been a complete eye opener. I was never
exposed to this kind of racism and discrimination.

Now it's just two months to go. And I've learnt how to
deal with this. I've kept the “grey” culture aside and
looked beyond.. I've found my favourite food: Dosa.

If you're a junior, you're going to read the dark grey

I've learnt to talk to various people; there's always one

side of our College's culture, but since you're a junior, I

shy, hidden gem in the crowd. I've learnt to make

really hope you do your bit in making a change.

memories despite one's circumstances and to really

I noticed how I wasn't easily accepted by my peers

enjoy what may come one's way.

belonging from the South of the country because I

Lastly, just two months to go, but I've found myself and

didn't speak a local language, I wasn't being accepted

stepped on the rst stone towards my purpose, and I

because of the fear that I looked down upon them

could not be more grateful.

(which my brain never ever thought of). Students
rushed to take the last seats in the auditorium because
“it would be boring anyway” - but hey! You're the one
sleeping instead of cheering for anyone who has the
condence to step up on that stage. Wait, not anyone.
You notice the kind of cheers you hear in the Audi has
less to do with your talent, and more to do with which

Disclaimer: Everything written above is solely
my opinion. It's also called Freedom of Speech.
You may disagree to it but it's my experience,
so you can't make it obsolete. It may or may not
happen with you. And obviously many things
on it are debatable so you can follow my blog
and hate on me there :) -coffymug.

part of “India” you fall into. Trust me sweetie, your
performance was awesome! You just happen to be
from the North. You can't ever have a sense of
belonging if you expect college to be fun out being fun
yourself.
In our rst language-English, if I had a common

Harshitha Bajpai
BBA VI Sem

WORKSHOP ON BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography has always been a keen interest for not only the
students pursuing Journalism at IFIM College but also many
others from other departments as well. So, the JEP Department of
IFIM had organised a Basic Photography workshop for all the
students on 13th March, 2018. Dr.Jaya Patil, Head of the
Department of Journalism, English and Psychology ( JEP)
introduced the guests to the students from the famous NIKON
School who guided and shared some valuable information
which will be helpful to all the students not only in the eld of
Photography but also general knowledge as well.
The guests made the students understand the basics of photography like Photography Language, ISO, Focusing
and much more. Most of the curious minds had a ow of queries and also the students could respond to all the
questions the guest queried. It was a highly informative session where everyone learnt something new. It was a
good initiative taken by JPE department which benetted all students.

Sagnik Sarkar,
BA (JPE)

I know
I know, you will never love me

I know, you will never ght for me
Like the way, I fought

And that's why I cried
I know, I will never own you
And that's why I sighed

I know, you will never look at me
Like the way, I looked at you
Each face you see is different

I know, you will never miss me

Each boy I saw is you

Or notice I am gone
I know, you will never make me smile
Even if I frown

I know, you will never lose your heart
Like the way I lost mine
I know, you will never love me

I know, you will never cry for me

That's why, I cried

Like the way I cried for you
I know, you will never want me
So what can I do?

Although, my body is living
But, my heart is bound to die
But, I know, you will never love me

I know, you will never think of me
I know, I will never be in your thoughts

That's why I cried!
Vidushi Sharma

WORDS OF RESPLENDENCE - AN INTERESTING TALE OF INSPIRATION
as a doorman, barely satisfying his own needs but
making sure that he could provide his children the
education that they deserved. Mr. Sidhu spoke
passionately about this phase of his life, emphasizing
the role of his father, who invariably promoted the
idea of growth and prosperity in terms of education
and knowledge and how education is the true wealth
which could help an individual ourish.

O

n 27th March, 2018, IFIM Institutions was
more than elated to welcome Mr. Jaspal
Sidhu, Founder and CEO, SIS Group of
Schools, Singapore.
Mr. Sidhu, a staunch businessman by profession;
being a thorough workaholic and someone who
would rather spend his holidays planning his
sundry strategies to raise and set new standards of
work, was a dreamer and an aspirant, lled and
fueled by the bitter-sweet memories of yesterday
with hope and vision for a better tomorrow, for
everyone who dare to dream big.
Mr. Sidhu was at IFIM Institutions to introduce his
impeccable vision that he nurtured over the years
in a developed country of Singapore and aspired
to bring the same values; in fact, blend the
synergies of the two neighboring countries, with
development as his prime agenda. He gave a
valuable insight into the very idea of education in
countries across the world and how every country is
sought after providing the best facilities to its
students, equipping them for a better tomorrow.
Mr. Sidhu observed as to how that global exposure
at the basic level will enhance the quality of
students the country is producing. What was
extremely interesting about the session was Mr.
Sidhu's rather unconventional methods of
achieving his goals. He chose to cite his own story
as a prime source to extricate the agenda and
purpose of his visit. As a small-town Punjabi boy,
he was brought up in a lower middle-class set-up
amidst his family. Mr. Sidhu was exposed to harsh
realities of life. He emphasized on the hardships
that he faced in his formidable years when he
watched his father lead a very ordinary life

His commendable passion and sincere approach to
life had very well translated into a scintillating
personality today, which lled the room with
positivity. He also mentioned about certain
guidelines that one should follow, as a student, to
excel in one's life. Patience and steady mindset being
two imperative virtues, which helped him gain control
over his circumstances and could catch him off guard
had it not been for his poised mindset.
Further, he went on to mention a few intriguing habits
that he has followed over the years, which has helped
him in establishing a very meaningful bond with life.
One such habit was 'coffee with strangers', which
literally meant that he would waltz on the streets of
the city and offer a cup of coffee to a stranger and
initiate a conversation with them.
In a world brimming with technological innovations
and progressions, where human beings seem to
have lost touch with their own self, here was an
individual who spoke of talking around with absolute
strangers. He mentioned the simple benets of
communication, for it is only through exchange of
words and thoughts that anybody could come up with
ideas that would spur change that we all wish to see.
Mr. Sidhu optimistically mentioned the benets of
bringing the core educational values to the shores of
India, starting with his ambitious venture in
collaboration with IFIM Institutions.
It was indeed a matter of pride and honor to have Mr.
Sidhu amidst us, a true visionary, whose ambitions
were in sync with some of the most ambitious people
to have existed. We could clearly relate to the passion
that fueled him for all these years and is keeping him
on the horizon.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATED

T

he International Women's Day (IWD) is celebrated by UN every year to mark the achievements of Woman in
various eld based on different themes. This year the Ofcial theme being #pressforprogress (press
forward and progress gender parity) and Ofcial colour PURPLE depicting dignity and justice which IWD
aims to achieve for all women in all parts of the world.
The Chief Guest Ms Meera C. Saksena, former Chairperson and
Member KSHRC addressed the gathering on the dual role of women in
the society as bread earner as well as the home maker. She stressed on
the importance of educating a girl child and the need to have an equal
society for both men and women. She cautioned the audience about
laws favouring women being misused and thereby diluting the object
behind those enactments. She urged the audience to be more rational
in their approach towards upliftment of women, bringing gender parity
and Justice.
The Guest of Honour Ms Shilpasharad Shrikhande, Attorney and Mediator ( also with Bengaluru Mediation
enriched the audience with the aspects of Feminism, gender equality, role of woman in every human being's life.
She narrated few instances of her life and encouraged the male
sector to develop a sense of brotherhood to their fellow female
sector. She also stressed on establishing a Uniform society free
from all forms of gender discrimination and violence.
Limelight of the Program : Three fold
a.
Release of CEWCL Bulletin - The CEWCL released its
maiden annual newsletter titled 'CEWCL Bulletin 2017-18.
This Bulletin gives an insight into the activities of the Centre to
its readers. It is an annual publication undertaken by the
faculty co-ordinator and the members of CEWCL.
b.
Inauguration of Sanitary Napkin Vending Machine - The second highlight of the program was the
inauguration of Sanitary Napkin Vending Machine. This electronic machine was donated by the CEWCL, IFIM Law
College to create awareness about menstrual hygiene and to remove taboo about menstrual cycle. This machine
will be installed at the ladies' rest room at IFIM Institutions to benet the female population in case of necessity.
c. Skit on “Women Empowerment” - The
members of CEWCL enacted a skit on women
empowerment. The Skit revolved around three lives
– rstly, a girl aspiring to become a lawyer and her
fate of getting married forcibly; secondly, a
pregnant female factory worker who is constantly
harassed by her employer and drunken husband;
thirdly, of an aspiring female athlete who is been
sexually abused by her coach. After listening to the
inspirational speeches from Ms. Mary Kom, Ms.
Kamala Das, Ms. Sindhutai Sapkal, these
characters emerged as ghters' and concluded the
skit by stating – 'If they can, so can We'.

AN ENTICING AURA FEST - 2018
IFIM College witnessed its Annual Fest during 23rd and 24th March, 2018 along with the core committee
members, most of the students undertook various tasks of being the event Heads, Organizers, Executives,
making sure that no stone is left unturned when it comes to the college's biggest event of the year.

Cartoons, anime if one wants to sound like a grown-up, have been a part of almost every individual's life but in
the everyday race of human's tangled life, one often forgets how to have fun through innocence and the sheer
joy of being alive. But IFIM students made sure that memories of the good old times were rekindled during this
Aura fest and the theme was – COMIKAZE.
Bringing those memories back to a sweet childhood,
unharmed and holy, was something special to witness. The
entire college was adorned with various posters of comic
characters, superheroes and everything that an excited teen
would wish for. The main sponsorers of the Aura Fest included
Smaash, the Kalon, clothing partner Unlimited, refreshments
Partner Dominos, Thanco's, Frio Vaso among others.
From facilitating and enhancing networking skills to helping
students get better at man-management and speaking skills,
this season of college fest provides students a great learning curve amassing things they'd label as 'wonderful
memories' after they graduate. The Hogathaon tournament was the one where people were seen showing
their love towards food!

Cultural was the platform which witnessed involvement of m a x i
m u m n u m b e r o f participants, be it from the home team or
from our neighbours. Starting from the amazing singers to the
marvelous dancers, all were set to rock the stage and leave a
mark of their talent. Starting with the solo and the group singing,
the melodious voices made the evening lit and audiences were
keen for the young night.

IFIM Institutions have always encouraged students to hone their
talent and such was the rendition of our International students who
presented their exceptional beat boxing talents. Beat boxing has
always been a tradition of the youth and presenting some striking
performances made the audience livelier. There were mind-blowing
beat boxers who had come to participate in the event on the second
day i.e. 24th March, 2018,.
All of us are aware of the famous show in MTV named Roadies
which is having an auditions round as part of the program. This
game was similar to Roadies show. People really enjoyed watching a
different event like this. But this was not just all. Every event garnered attraction and this Aura had its
sensational Fashion Show making Aura more illustrious. The glamour of fashion has always been an
attraction for the youth and this truly reected in the spectacular performances of the students. The rst
position was bagged by the NIFT College who portrayed the position of a woman in the Indian Society, how a
woman is being tortured by some villains in the society.
However, the performance by the home team of IFIM
was also noteworthy. Students gave a stupendous
performance by depicting the various Zodiac Signs
which created an impact in the minds of the audience.
The marvelous performance by our International
students was also not missed on the second day which
was followed by the prize distribution ceremony of
various events.
But that does not mark the end of Aura since a DJ Night
was organized for the students as well as the guests and
Aura 2018 ended on a high note!

Sagnik Sarkar,
BA (JPE)

